Effects of dissolved oxygen tension and mechanical forces on fungal morphology in submerged fermentation.
The effects of dissolved oxygen tension and mechanical forces on fungal morphology were both studied in the submerged fermentation of Aspergillus awamori. Pellet size, the hairy length of pellets, and the free filamentous mycelial fraction in the total biomass were found to be a function of the mechanical force intensity and to be independent of the dissolved oxygen tension provided that the dissolved oxygen tension was neither too low (5%) nor too high (330%). When the dissolved oxygen concentration was close to the saturation concentration corresponding to pure oxygen gas, A. awamori formed denser pellets and the free filamentous mycelial fraction was almost zero for a power input of about 1 W/kg. In the case of very low dissolved oxygen tension, the pellets were rather weak and fluffy so that they showed a very different appearance. The amount of biomass per pellet surface area appeared to be affected only by the dissolved oxygen tension and was proportional to the average dissolved oxygen tension to the power of 0.33. From this it was concluded that molecular diffusion was the dominant mechanism for oxygen transfer in the pellets and that convection and turbulent flow in the pellets were negligible in submerged fermentations. The biomass per wet pellet volume increased with the dissolved oxygen tension and decreased with the size of the pellets. This means that the smaller pellets formed under a higher dissolved oxygen tension had a higher intrinsic strength. Correspondingly, the porosity of the pellets was a function of the dissolved oxygen tension and the size of pellets. Within the studied range, the void fraction in the pellets was high and always much more than 50%.